
Ocean Plastic Pollution  - The Ocean

Answer:
Watercycle: Sunshine, Clouds, Rain, Evaporation, Condensation,Precipitation, Collection. 1. 71% 2. 97% 3. 5% 4. 50%

Can you color in the circle to show the 
percentage that is missing in the 
sentence. 
(For the  percentage answers colour in the 
circles to the % amount )

Choose from: 

97% 50% 20%

1. The Ocean covers                          of planet Earth.

2.                       of  the water on planet Earth is in the Ocean.

3. Only                      of the Ocean has been explored.

4. Over                        of the oxygen we breathe is produced by tiny plants in the ocean

71% 5%

Check out Topic 2 
booklet for some 
hintsHi guys can you help me 

label what is happening 
here in the water cycle? 
Write the words on the 
lines in the picture!.
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Champion challenge
Ocean food chains & food webs

• Phytoplankton
• Zooplankton
• Sprat (small fish)
• Tuna (large fish)
• Human

• Jellyfish
• Turtle
• Whale
• Crab

Ocean Plastic Pollution  - The Ocean

Use the space here to write a poem about the ocean with 8 lines on how 
important the ocean is for humans and remember to make it rhyme! 
Use words like: ocean, fantastic, protect, life, plastic, save, special
Tell your family and friends why you think the ocean is important and why we 
need to protect it! 

Can you think of a food chain in the ocean, see the example given and make your 
own food chain. Lots of different animals can eat the same thing in the ocean. Use 
the words below to help you create your own food web

EXAMPLE

Food chain and food web words

YOUR OCEAN 
FOOD CHAIN

YOUR OCEAN FOOD WEB

FISH

ZOOPLANKTON

PHYTOPLANKTON
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Ocean Plastic Pollution  - Plastic

What is it? Type of plastic? Feel? Single use?

E.G. Computer mouse
        Plastic spoon

Hard plastic
Bendy-Flexible

Hard, Cool, Smooth No
Yes

Imagine you are living in the 18th Century, 
over 100 years ago, what do you think people 
would have used instead of these plastic items 
you see in your classroom? 
Would these items have existed?
Write your answers here:

Can you find plastic 
items in your classroom? 
Sort the plastics and 
write them into the table
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Take a pledge for the Ocean on
 www.volvooceanrace.com/pledge

Ocean Plastic Pollution  - Plastic

See-Think-Wonder 
Study the picture and describe what 
you see, what you think about it, and 
what you wonder about the image. 

Champion Challenge
Pretend you are a news reporter and you 
must give a news report on the GOOD and 
BAD features of plastic to your class. List 
some of these features here to help prompt 
you with your report. If you are stuck check 
Topic 2. booklet!

I see...

Good Bad

I wonder...

I think...
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Ocean Plastic Pollution

Plastic bag

Cigarette butt

Monofilament fishing line

Disposable nappy

Plastic bottle lids

Styrofoam cups

Plastic drink bottle

1-5

10-20

50
 
100

150-200

450

600

Years

Champion challenge:
Conduct a litter hunt and look for litter in an area nearby, it could be school yard, playground, beach or 
street. Collect litter and tick the items you have found in the table below every time you find a new item. 
In pairs talk about where you think the litter has come from. Put items in the bin & recycle if possible.

Can you match up the item of rubbish with the length of 
time it takes them to break down in the ocean?
Draw a line from the rubbish to the time in years.

What item of litter did you find the most? 

If you didn’t pick up the litter where do you 
think it could end up? 

What was the strangest item you found? 

ITEM HOW MANY WHERE IS IT FROM

Plastic bottle

Cigarette butt

Tin can

Food wrapper

Plastic Straw
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 Write the name of each item under the correct heading in 
the table.

Clues: 1. beer cans , wine bottles, plastic bottles, plastic 
bags, campfire, straws, cigarette butts, lids of plastic 

bottles-one with hermit crab in it!, shells, seaweed, crab, 
driftwood, sand, stones Q1. People had a party & didn’t 
clean up Q2. plastic lids, Q3,1-5 years! Q4. Clean up 

after themselves

Question time! Write the answers in the space provided.

1.How do you think the beach ended up looking like this? 

2. What item left on the beach will take the longest to break down? 

3. How long will the cigarettes butt take to break down if left on the beach?

4. What could the people have done to leave the beach looking better?

Ocean Plastic Pollution

NATURAL MAN MADE
Oh dear! This beach is a mess! 
Can you help me and my friends by 
identifying the man-made items and 
the natural items. Write the name in 
the table so that we know what is man 
made and don’t mistake it for food!
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